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INTRODUCTION 

This article is divided into three chapters. The first chapter on Cha
shih-li-mien iilrrfffUM! is a paper in which I dare to try to raise an objec
tion to the view of Dr. Naojiro Sugimoto ti*llit1i=r.ll!~, published in the 5th 
volume of the Tohogaku *:n¥. In the second chapter is dealt with a 
Yuan inscription that has remained at an ancient mosque in Ch'iian-chou 
of Fu-chien Province and its author is investigated. Further, the Tao-i
chih-lueh S,~'M;~ by Wang Ta-yiian tE*ilffl is also referred to. Chapter 
III: "The Rebellion of I-ssu-pa-hsi", is an essay to elucidate the trouble 
caused by Muslims that took place at Ch'iian-chou at the time of the great 
disorder at the end of Yuan Dynasty. 

Each of the three chapters concerns the Islam in the province of Fu
chien and they may at first sight appear to be incoherent, but it would 
be my great joy, if these three chapters as a whole could shed light, even · 
though very dim, on the cultural history of Fu-chien at that time when 
things were utterly confused so that only scanty records have been handed 
down. 

Chapter I On Cha-shih-li-mien iilrrfffU*ll! 
Some years ago I published an article titled "the Persians in Ch'iian

chou and Pu-shu-keng fiii=~" in the Shigaku 5t:J!ffe!, Vol. 25, No. 3, where 
[This article is the English translation of the author's article in Japanese: "Gemmatsu no Senshu to Kaikyoto 5t*v'Jffe.1'M ,!:: [g}Jj(~", the Shigaku 51:$, Vol. 27, No. I, December, 1953. Chapters I and 2 of the article are published in this number as Part I and Chaper 3 will appear in the next issue as Part 2. (Editor's note)] 
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I referred to the life of a man called Burhan ud-Din who had come from 

West Frontier. He came over to Ch'ilan-chou during the years of Huang

ching ~J!f of the Yuan Dynasty (1312-13 A.D.). He was chosen Shaikhu'l

Islam, bishop of an Islamic order there, and died at an unusual advanced 

age in the 3rd year of Hung-wu ~Jt\i of the Ming Dynasty (1370 A.D.). 

In my article mentioned above I quoted his brief biography from the Min

shu-ch'ao l'M:lifr}' (Extracts from the Min-shu) cited in the Chuan-chou-fu

chih JilHllM~ of the Ch'ien-lung :fz:!Si edition (Vol. 75, Supplements), but 

I confessed that I could not explain the sentence: £:f-t-T:if5~rilrt~U*'n! 

A. Against this Dr. N aojiro Sugimoto wrote a very i'nteresting article, 

"What is Cha-shih-li-mien ?", for the Tohogaku, Vol. 5. This article deals 

not ·only with Cha-shih-li-mien, but has shown several lucid explanations 

about other various problems related to it. Needless to say, I owe very 

much to his research. I agree with him on many points and think highly 

<;>f his contributions. Only his interpretation of that Cha-shih-li-mien is still 

not convincing to me. As already pointed out by him, I gave up my 

interpretation of the name, since I was possessed with the idea that Cha

shih-li-mien might be a place name in Western Frontier. Dr. Sugimoto 

explained that the name was the transcription of Shaikhu'l-Islamin, a word 

of the identical meaning with She-ssu-lien jl,~Jl which meant a chief of 

an Islamic order. Unfortunately this explanation seems to me to be un

acceptable, though I was inspired by his excellent view. Thus, as I told 

him about my doubt, he encouraged me to publish my opinion so that I 

dare to express my own view here. 

First of all it is quite doubtful whether such a word as Shaikhu'l

Islamin that Dr. Sugimoto tried to reconstruct as the original of Cha-shih

li-mien was used in reality. Dr. Sugimoto explained Islamin as the plural 

of Isliim, saying that "in this case, Islamin is nothing but the plural form 

of Islam, for in Arabic the -in is one of the plural endings; as seen in 

muslimin, the plural of muslim." According to Yule-Burnell (Hobson

Jobson, London 1903, p. 603) the plural form of muslim in Persian is 

musliman which seems to have been used as singular, thus a new word 

musliman or musalman being created. Dr. Sugimoto approved_ this view. 

"If so, the word, though it was originally plural, may be said to have 

obtained the singular meaning. Thus, both She-ssu-lien and Cha-shih-li

mien are supposed to be synonymously used in spite of the difference in 

ending"1). 

Muslimin (muslimuna) is certainly the plural of muslim and this plural 

form is always used in the Qur'iin. 2
) However, while the word Islam ap

pears eight times in the Qur'an, th~ form Islamin is never found. 3) Of 

1) Toho-gaku Jltf5~, Vol. 5, p. 129. 

2) G. Fliigel: · Concordantiae Corani Arabicae, Lipsae, 1842, p. 95. 

3) ibid. p. 95. 
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course, the noun Islam is derived from the verb 'aslama, the fourth form 
of salima. As the verb 'aslama means "to obey, tq be converted to," the 
noun Islam has the meaning "submission, resignation," i.e. the reconcili
ation to the will of Allah. Consequently the word will naturally do with
out its plural form. Against this, it is very natural that the word muslim 
is used as a rule in plural, since it denotes individual believers, as it ori
ginally means "a man resigned to the will of Allah." This holds good also 
with the word mu'min "believer", a synonym of muslim. In the Qur'an, 
however, there are about one hundred and seventy instances of the plural 
form mu'minin, while the singular form appears fifteen times. 4l In short, 
it is difficult to suppose, as Dr. Sugimoto did, that the word Islam was 
used with the singular meaning in its plural form, at least in Arabic. The 
technical terms of the Islamic religion are natu.rally in most cases derived 
from the Qur'an. Especially the word Islam is one of the most important 
religious terms indicating the basic concept of the Islamic doctrine, as shown 
in the following passage in Aya XVII of Sura III: The true religion with 
Allah is Islam", and it is impossible to suppose that men of later times 
made arbitrarily its plural form. In the Ha:ndworterbuch des Islam by 
A.J. Wensinck and J.H. Kramers (Leiden 1941), the word Shaikhu'l-lslam 
is explained in detail about its several changes of its meaning and usage, 
but no mention has been made of the form Shaikhu' l-Islamin. Moreover, 
the fact that the word Shaikhu'l-lslam was used even among the Muslims 
inhabiting Ch'iian-chou during the Yiian Dynasty can be attested by the 
word She-ssu-lien (transcribed form of Shaikhu' l-lslam) in the inscription of 
the mosque Ch'ing-ching-ssu. This is also one of the reasons why such an 
uncommon form as Shaikhu'l-Isliimin cannot be supposed to have been used. 

Secondly, according to Dr. Sugimoto the character l!ilt is the transcrip
tion of shaikh, the character !Ji that of -s- of Islam and the characters 1!U*-ffi 
that of -liimin. The character l!ilt does not appear in the K'ang-hsi-tzu-tien 
m!ffl~~- In the Chinese-English Dictionary by H.A. Giles (London 1892), 
it is regarded as a colloquial which is pronounced as che, dje or cha, and 
means a vague response when addressed by someone, approximately mean
ing "Yes, Sir, I obey." Probably it denotes that voice which is uttered by 
an inferior in a Chinese play when given orders by his superior. 5i Giles 
also cites the examples: l!ilt!lfiilmf-, ~~l!ilt~, l!iltf~~~, etc. The first ex
ample means the manner of sparrows twittering to each other, the second 
one a whispering talk and the third one the response to an order given. 
According to Ch. Rey's Hakka dictionary6l, the character l!ilt is read tsd or 
tsiic in Hakka (Cf. the reading of ~ is ts' a in Hakka). When it is read 

4) ibid. p. 19. 
5) Fukuji lshiyama: Shinago Daijii .3tW~::k~~ (A Chinese-Japanese Dictionary), the 7. 

ed., 1928 Tokyo. On p. 8 the characters IB~ and n·~ are cited in the inverse order. 
6) Dictionnaire Chinois- fran9ais, Dialecte Hac-ka, Hongkong 1926. 
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tsd, it denotes a sound. of lard falling into fire, or a crackling sound 

('craquement' or 'petillement') and is used in the phrase: ~~l¥J (tsd tsd 

hiong). Further, tsi tsi tsd tsd (PiPpif~~) means "sound of lard falling into 

fire", or "sound of a little branch broken when one pushes one's way 

through it". And you hiet tsi tsd tit ts'ai fa ch6ng (1EE.1m.n~~iltfjcl:) means 

"sound caused by lard and blood dripping onto fire". When it is read 

tsiic, it means "sound of hulling grains", or "cracking sound". keoii, chit 

kout t' eoii tsiic tsiic hiong (a1Dit~M~~nfi'.iJ) "a dog crunches a bone", lao 

tch'ou chit kouc tsit tsit tsiic tsiic (~mitlxP!PP!P~~)" "a rat crunches rice by 

squeaking"6
'. 

Anyway, the character ~ is a colloquial denoting an onomatopoeia. 

It is difficult to imagine that such a colloquial character was adopted in 

the Min-shu-ch'ao or the Ch'ilan-chou-fu-chih especially as representing the 

reading of shaikh. The Min-shu-ch'ao may be affiliated to the Min-shu 00 

-.= by Ho Ch'iao-yiian Mii~ which was published at the end of the Ming 

Dynasty. 7' The Ch'ilan-chou-fu-chih that quotes from this book dates from 

the Ch'ien-lung lzJi Period and the reading of the character ~ at that 

time cannot be so much different from that of the present day. 

I think that the character ~ of ~~fUim in the Ch'ilan-chou-fu-chih is 

a wrong character, miswritten for the character ~ of the original. Both 

the characters r]f and ~ resemble each other in form and thus are subject 

to miswriting in the course of transmission, since either Cha-shih-li-mien or 

Mu-shih-li-mien ~~fU*m is a strange name to a common Chinese. 

The character ~· is identified with the character ~ in the Chi-yiln ~ 

:im, its variants being ~ and P-ij. The character ~ is the ku-wen variant 

C of the character m in the Shuo-wen ~)(. Its reading is evidently mou or 

mu. As Dr. Sugimoto maintains, ~ shih corresponds to ,ffi, ssu, 1YU is 

read li, the Ch'iian-chou or Amoy reading of the character *m is min just 

like in Cantonese8l, and, therefore, ~~1YU*m is justified to be a transcription 

of muslimin. If the original text runs as Il.:f~fT1~fg§'U~~1mm, we can 

safely interpret it as 'one of the muslimin from the West', i.e. a Muslim 

who came from some Western country. 

Dr. Sugimoto· observes that the character !l of !l.:f.fT represents 

Ha- of Hajji and that thus it must be an abbreviation of Hajji (Il:fJt), i.e. 

Hsia-ch'ih Ta-shih !lf5t::klW which was the title of the son of Pu-lu-han-ting 

.:f•fT.9
' On this point I agree entirely with him. But as Dr. Sugimoto 

did not explain the word Ta-shih ::k1i, I should like to offer my own opi

nion on this subject. 

7) These passages cannot be found in the present edition of the Min-shu. 

8) C. Douglas: Chinese-English Dictionary of the Vernacular or Spoken Language of 

Amoy, with the Principal Variations of the Chang-chew and Chin-chew Dialects, London 

1873. E. Tipson: A Cantonese Syllabary-Index to Soothill's Pocket Dictionary, London 

1951. c 

9) Toho-gaku Vol. 5, p. 124. 
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Dr. J. Kuwahara writes in his "the Achievements of Pu-shou-keng ffl[ 

ii~" that Ha-ti Ta-shih llg-1¥].7(8ffi administered the Muslims in the area of 

Fu-chien, but afterwards the privilege was deprived of and returned to 

the hands of the Mongol government, taking notice of the article concerning 

Ha-ti Ta-shih in the Yilan-shih jf;se_ (Vol. 102, the Book on Penalty and 

Law 3f1Ji!ii5', Organization A ~tU-1:) and in the Yilan-tien-chang jf:~1j[ (Vol. 

53, Ministry of Justice :Jflj{f~, Examination Fo~$). 10l 

According to the Yilan-tien-chang, 

"On the 29th of March, in the 1st Year of Huang-ching, Hsilan-i '@'~ of 

Fu-chien Province received the order of Chung-shu-sheng q:r•~ through 

Cha-fu tLtl· of Chiang-che Hsing-sheng iirtHr~: Ha-ti Ta-shih who were 

given the special imperial instructions on the 25th of November of a cer

tain year of Chih-ta ~*' shall be exclusively engaged in their religious 

business and reciting canons from now on. Any Muslim who has to do 

with punishment, marriage, lawsuit on property and others, and public 

affairs, great or small, shall not complain to any Ha-ti, but directly to the 

government according to t11:e regulations." (§Hix~ ~fa.I -=:-t-JL El, Jli&i!~'@' ;tt 

~1Iiifr~1L{ttftq:r-~~- ~*DD~-t-~ J:1-=:-t-EEI f~~~l§'ng-i¥J*8ffl .R ~{tidij*~ 

~~*· @J@]A~tfi¥]3flji; • P~f • ~-mr.J~ • 7(11'0$, ng-l¥]w;{;tFo~*· X:tf'§J'g{t{ 

H1fUFo~*- (Tffii)) From this, one can see that Ha-ti Ta-shih seem to have 

taken charge of judicial administration of Muslims since they were given 

the special imperial instructions during the period of Chih-ta (1308-11 

A.D.) of Emperor Wu-tsung jt;~, but from the first year of Huang-ching 

(1312 A.D.) they were ordered to devote themselves solely to religious busi

ness and recitation of canons, and to return other affairs to the govern

ment officials11l. 

I think that this Ha-ti Ta-shih is identical with Ha-ch'ih Ta-shih ;lfy: 

.7(@rjJ and that there were persons bearing such a title among the Muslim 

society in Fu-chien for a while even at the beginning of the Ming Dynasty, 

after the Yuan Dynasty had collapsed. 

Now, what is the difference between She-ssu-lien j§,~,~ (Shaikhu'l-Islam) 

and Ha-ti Ta-shih (Ha-ch'ih Ta-shih)? In my opinion, it consists only in 

the meaning of the terms and the charge they took of was probably almost 

the same. 
According to the Min-shu-ch'ao quoted in the Ch'ilan-chou-fu~chih of 

the Ch'ien-lung edition,· Hsia-pu-lu-han-ting ;l7F,l!pT was nominated by 

10) Ho-ju-ko no Jiseki M8~0)$Rit (The Achievements of Pu-shou-keng), (the Iwanami 

edition), p. 105, Supplement 3. 

11) In the Yuan-shih 5f:5e. it is said, "Every Ha-ti Ta-shih is ordered only to take charge 

of religious business and recitation of the canons, and when the Muslims are in dis

pute about penalty, marriage, property and lawsuit, they are required to present their 

petitions to the government officials." (~JlfrS':J:k$r!LLf::%~~z;*~· @J@JAf.11fHU~ • J=i~i 
· ~tt~r~, :fnzf)£1fmFo~z). 
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people to She-ssu-lien, survived the trouble at the end of the Yuan Dynasty 
and died at the advanced age of one hundred and forty two in the third 
year of Hung-wu ~~ (1370 A.D.) of the Ming Dynasty. In the passage 
following this account it is said: "Hsia-ch'ih Ta-shih is the son of Pu-lu
han-ting. He learned the Islamic doctrines and succeeded his father. He 
died at the age of one hundred and eleven." From the fact that the father 
held the office of She-ssu-lien, his son was called Hsia-ch'ih Ta-shih and 
that he succeeded his father's post, one can suppose that the charge of these 
two was almost the same. 

Both Ha-ti Ta-shih and Hsia-ch'ih Ta-shih seem to me to be the trans
cription of amiri IJ,ajj (=miri IJ,ajj), and ha-ti and hsia-ch'ih are equally 
the transcriptions of IJ,ajj, Ta-shih being the translation of amir (mir). 
Amiri IJ,ajj or miri IJ,ajj is the form modified in Persian and the original 
Arabic form is amir al-lJ,ajj (pronounced as amiru'l-lJ,ajj). Needless to say, 
amir means "leader, ruler, sovereign, guide, head of a family." Steingass 
explains miri IJ,ajj as "the chief commander of the pilgrims," "the leader of 
the pilgrims"12J. In the Encyclopaedia of Islam there is an item dealing with 
Amir al-Hadjdj in which it is defined as "leader of the caravan of pilgrims 
to Mecca". According to its description, the first person who was called 
with this title at the beginning of the Islamic Era was Abu Bakr when he 
led the pilgrims in 630 A.D.. Later, the Caliphs of successive reigns either 
adopted this role by himself or nominated a prince to this honourable post. 
The duty of this post was not only to lead pilgrims to Mecca and to bring 
back them therefrom, but also to enforce discipline of the pilgrims on the 
way and to lead the ceremonies performed at the sacred sites of Mecca, 
Mount Alafat and others. When a political disruption took place, several 
amir al-lJ,ajj erected their standards against each other for their own govern
ment. Next, Ameer Ali of India wrote that the successive Caliphs established 
the important post of "a superintendent of the Hajjis (i.e. Amir al-Hajj), in 
order to defend the pilgrims from plunderings and attacks of nomads, and 
the chief duty of the superintendents was to accompany the pilgrims with 
their troops13

). But this remark seems to be insufficient. The duty of an 
amir al-lJ,ajj was never restricted to the defence of the pilgrims, but rather 
his chief office was to act as a leader in various ceremonies of the pilgri
mage. Richard Burton, who smuggled himself into Mecca by joining at 
Medina in a pilgrim troop that came from Damascus in September of 1853, 
observed that Emir El Hajj was the title of a Pasha who was given the 
privilege to lead the pilgrims and that the office was lucrative as well as 
honourable; for he had the rights to confiscate the goods of a pilgrim who 

12) F. Steingass: A Comprehensive Persian-English Dictionary, 2nd Impression, London 
1930, p. 411 (1).ajj), p, 1360 (mir). 

13) Ameer Ali: A Short History of the Saracens, London 1951, p. 422. 
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died at the sacred place or on the way thereto14l. Further, according to 

C.M. Doughty who entered Northern Arabia by joining at pamascus in a 

caravan in 1875, the leading committee of the pilgrims was organized by 

several members and its chief was called Emir el-Ifiij that should be trans

lated as "commander of the great pilgrimage". He says: "In old times, 

it was often a Sultan's son; but in our days it is some courtier warm from 

the delicate carpets of Stambul, and little able to sustain the rudeness of 

camel-riding"15l. Under Emir el-[faj Pasha el-[faj took charge of practi

cally all the business of the caravan16
l. Further, under Pasha el-J:I-.aj, said 

Doughty, was Mu!J,afiz el-[faj (a guardian, a waJcher) who held also the 

office of paymaster (Kasra el-I:Iaj) 17
). He was a brave soldier and slept only 

two hours a day18
l. 

It goes without saying that the participation in the grand festival at 

Mecca is one of the duties imposed upon the Muslims, the Five Pillars 

(rukn, pl. arkan), and therefore pilgrims stream into Mecca from all parts 

of the world every year. Among them, during the Osman Turkish reign, 

there were two especially great groups of pilgrims. • One of them was the 

group that descended southward after they were concentrated in Syria, parti

cularly at Damascus. Another was the group from Cairo of Egypt. The 

former was called Ifajj ash-Shami and the latter Ifajj al-Mi~ri. 19). Each of 

these groups had its own amir al-lJ,ajj, but the groups from other districts, 

too, had their leaders, who were also called amir al-lJ,ajj. Persians called 

the leader as miri IJ,ajj or amiri IJ,ajj. Those who had attained their long

cherished desire to participate in the grand festival at Mecca were influential 

for life as a IJ,iijj among the Muslim society. It must be natural that those 

who had fulfilled the role of leader of pilgrims were more influential to the 

end of their lives, esteemed as miri IJ,ajj or amiri IJ,ajj. The fact that there 

appeared persons titled Ha-ti Ta-shih or Hsia-ch'ih Ta-shih in Fu-chien 

from the end of Yiian to the beginning of Ming, is, I suppose, an interest

ing example corroborating this fact. Presumably they were called miri IJ,ajj, 

specifically in the Persian form, in Fu-chien Province at that time, especi

ally at Ch'iian-chou. A reliable evidence_ in favour of this supposition is 

the inscription of a monument remaining at Ch'ing-ching-ssu, a jami' mosque 

at Ch'iian-chou, that tells us the imperial instructions of Emperor Ch'eng

tsu nxJlfi of the Ming Dynasty. The inscription has been introduced to the 

14) Richard F. Burton: Personal Narrative of a Pilgrimage to El-Medinah and Meccah, 

London 1855, Vol. II, p. 228 and note. 

15) Charles M. Doughty: Travels in Arabia Deserta, London 1936, Vol. I, p. 109. 

16) Burton calls this officer as Wakil (Cf. R.H. Kiernan: The Unveiling of Arabia, 

London 1937, p. 182). 

17) Burton calls the accountant as Emir el-Surrah (Cf. Burton: Pilgrimage, Vol. II, p. 

161). 
18) Doughty: Arabia Deserta, Vol. I, p. 109'. 

19) Burton: Pilgrimage, Vol. II, p. 223. 
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learned world by Chinese scholars such as Chang Hsing-lang m.'.~J.Bt, Ch'en 
Wan-Ii ~~f:I, and Huang Chung-ch'in :1H!=r~20>. 

This monument is embedded in the wall on the east side of the main 
gate of the mosque. According to Prof. Huang, "the inscription is written 
in the square script (ft~) and the size of a character is about one ts'un 
(-f)". "The· monument is surrounded by a coiling dragon". The inscrip
tion runs as follows : 

"The Emperor of the Great Ming gives these Imperial instructions to 
Mi-li-ha-chih *1I!J1€t_R. I think that one who is honest and loves the good 
always worships the Heav.en and serves his superior, so that he may impli
citly help the work of the Emperor, by encouraging and leading virtuous 
people. Therefore, the Heaven rewards him with prosperity and makes him 
enjoy endless blessing. You, Mi-li-ha-chih, have been engaged in the reli
gion of Mul).ammad (if~*~) for a long time, aspired after greatness and 
loved the good. You have guided virtuous people, worshiped the Heaven 
and served your _superior so that you have devoted yourself to me. If I 

-remember these good acts, you should be justly rewarded. Thus, I shall 
give you my imperial instructions in order to guard your residence. Any 
official, administrative or military, or anyone in general, shall not offend 
nor insult you. Anyone who might offend or insult you against my im
perial order, shall be punished as a criminal. In this way I have given my 
instructions. On the 11th, May, the 5th year of Yung-lo 7-k~ (1407 A.D)". 

Mi-li-ha-chih in this inscription is evidently the transcription of mzri 
IJ,ajj. This person ought to have been responsible for Mosque Ch'ing-ching
ssu and must have been the representative of the Islamic order at Ch'iian
chou at that time. This Mi-li-ha-chih can be identified with the title Ha
ti Ta-shih or Hsia-ch'ih Ta-shih. 

As mentioned above, the Ch'uan-chou-fu-chih tells us that Hsia-pu-lu
han-ting died at the age of one hundred and forty two in the third year 
of Hung-wu (1370 A.D.) and that Hsia-ch'ih Ta-shih, his son, succeeded 
his father and died at the age of one hundred and eleven. The deeds of 
the father and his son suggest us1 that they are characterized by the Islamic 
ascetics of the mystic school (Sufzsm). Their length of life can hardly be 
believed, but they must have lived for a considerably long time. Though 
it may be difficult to conclude that the Hsia-ch'ih Ta-shih who was the son 
of Pu-lu-han-ting (Burhan al-Din), is identical with the Mi-li-ha-chih who 
was given the imperial instructions in the fifth year of Yung-lo, since thirty 
eight years passed from the third year of Hung-wu to the fifth year of 

20) Ch'en Wan-Ii J!t;i;!!.: Min-nan Yu-chi fk5j¥.j~~, Shanghai 1930, p. 5. Huang Chung
ch'in Jilt{4i~: Min-nan chih Hui-chiao f!I\Jj¥.jz.@I~, Weekly Reports of the Institute 
of Language and History, National Chung-shan University ~.:s:z:.1=/=rrl!*~g\§§~~:ii]f~pfi ~flj, Vol. 9, No. 101. Chang Hsing-lang *~J.!l!,: Ch'iian-chou Fang-ku-chi J/HM'w "t;!i:l, Shih-hsueh yu Ti-hsileh ~~)i_lij,±-fu~, No. 4, p. 40. 
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Yung-lo (1407 A.D.), it is not impossible,-rather very probable,-that they 
represent the same person. Even if they were different men, Mi-li-ha-chih 
must have been a central figure among the Muslim society at Ch'iian-chou, 
and at least he must have been a successor of Hsia-ch'ih Ta-shih, son of 
Pu-lu-han-ting. 

Chapter II Wu Chien ~~ and the Inscription of the 
Jami' Mosque Ch'ing-ching-ssu rn-1${r 

I 

The erection and repair of the jami' mosque Ch'ing-ching-ssu and the 
activ1t1es of the Muslims about these events are described in full in the 
Ch'ing-ching-ssu-chi rn-r$-{i=~E (the Description of Ch'ing-ching-ssu) by Wu 
Chien at the end of the Yuan Dynasty (written about 1349 A.D.) and the 
inscription in Arabic of a monument remaining at the same mosque (written 
about 1310-11 A.D.), as already stated in my article, "The Persians in 
Ch'uan-chou and Pu-shu-keng mHi~"20

• Wu Chien's inscription is cited 
only a part in the Min-shu Mi"if. (Vol. 7, Geographical Account 1f~7t) and 
only this citation has hitherto been utilized in the discussion of this pro
blem. Is the original monument extant even at present? How many parts 
of this original inscription are quoted in the Min-shu? Are the quotations 
faithful to the original? Are there not any part comprising some important 
informations? These doubts come of themselves, but no consideration has 
ever been given to these questions. 

In Autumn of 1926, two eminent Chinese scholars visited the mosque, 
with deep interest in this problem. They were professors of Amoy Uni
versity, Chang Hsing-lang silt~ and Ch'en Wan-Ii ~~£. But both of 
them could not clearly identify Wu Chien's inscription. According to Prof. 
Chang, when he entered the great gate, he found "two monuments in stone 
at the right side of the wall". "There was no covering that sheltered them 
from the weather and they were so worn out that one could not discern 
any character"22

l. He seems to have given up his deciphering task. Prof. 
Ch'en did not despair of finding something and said: "In the yard there 
are two stone monuments at the east side. The inscription has been worn 
out, but some parts will still be readable after it is taken by rubbing"23

l, 

but his work entirely lacks the description of the researches after then. I 
do not know whether he did his best to decipher it or not. And both of 
them seem not to have realized that one of these stone monuments was that 
21) Shigaku 512.~, Val 25, No. 3, pp. 23, 28. Cf. also my "Various Aspects of East-West 

Cultural Intercourses", Tokyo 1971, pp. 360, 365. 
22) Ch'ilan-chou Fang-ku-chi, p. 50. 
23) Min-nan-yu-chi, p. 60. 
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which contained the most valuable inscription by Wu Chien. 

It was Prof. Huang Chung-ch'in Ji!t1tj:r~ who has for the first time 

identified the inscription. In the summer of 1928, two years after the visit 

of Prof. Chang and Prof. Ch'en, Prof. Huang investigated the same mosque. 

He confirmed that one of the two inscriptions was the Chung-hsiu Ch'ing

ching-ssu Pei-chi !!HMflrf$-~~ic (the Inscription of the Mosque Ch'ing-ching

ssu Repaired) written in the 37th year of Wan-Ii •m (1609 A.D.) of the 

Ming Dynasty. He succeeded in deciphering a great part of the inscription 

except a few worn out passages24 >. This monument is 9 ch'ih (.R) high 

and three ch'ih and nine ts'un (-f) wide. The inscription is written in 

square script in 26 lines, 63 characters in each line. The monument is 

said to stand toward the west inside the second entrance, a little farther 

from the place where the monument relating the imperial instructions of 

Emperor Ch'eng-tsu ffltfftll of the Ming is embedded. The place was origi

nally a gallery with a dome that has disappeared so that the inscription is 

now exposed to the open air. Considering the site, it is no doubt one 

of the two inscriptions that Professors Chang and Ch'en gave up their 

decipherment. 
The other monument standing side by side with this is regarded by 

Prof. Huang to be a Yuan monument. According t:o his description, it is 

,'a little smaller than the Ming monument." "The inscription is written 

in the hsing-shu (fr«:) script, in 22 lines, 50 characters in each line. Many 

characters are worn out." But he succeeded in reading about 310 charac

ters. If the inscription is written in 22 line and has 50 characters in each 

1ine, the total number of characters amounts to 1100. First of all, by the 

fact that the inscription has a passage: "written by Wu Chien of San-shan 

(.=:.w~~~)", it is quite clear that this is the very inscription of Mosque Ch'ing

ching-ssu by Wu Chien. Besides, it admits of no doubt, since 33 characters 

coincide with those of the citation in the Min-shu. As the text quoted in 

the Min-shu numbers 493 characters, when we add the characters deciphered 

by Prof. Huang to them, we can get 766 characters in total, the duplicates 

being omitted. Thus, 332 characters remain unknown. (Besides, we can 

add at least 13 characters by inference.) The part deciphered by Prof. 

Huang, but not included in the citation in the Min-shu, comprises some 

important parts as historical source. When we compare the quotation in 

the Min-shu and the part of the inscription deciphered by Prof. Huang, 

we can safely judge that the quotation in the Min-shu is very faithful to 

the original and that it represents the most important part of the original 

text as it was, no arbitrary alteration of words and phrases nor any ellipsis 

being found. Ho Ch'iao-yiian fririij;!, author of the Min-shu, must hav~ 

been able to read clearly the whole text of the inscription, either by in

vestigating directly the monument or by copying the text recorded in the 

24) Min-nan chih Hui-chiao, pp. 17-19. 
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Ch'ing-yilan-hsil-chih mVEt-~, compiled chiefly by Wu Chien, as he was 

native of Ch'iian-chou and was active there during the periods from Wan

Ii to Ch'ung-chen ~ff~. The Chinese text on p. 37 is my trial to restore 

the inscription of Mosque Ch'irig-ching-ssii, based on the quotation in the 

Min-shu and the reports of Prof. Huang Chung-ch'in: 

(N .B. The character marked with O on the right side is the one 

decipherd by Prof. Huang; the character marked with© the one appear

ing in both the Min-shu and Huang's reports; the character marked with 

!:::,, the one supplemented by me. Though there are several characters 

more that can be added, if we give somewhat free play to our imagi

nation, I shall give here only reliable characters.) 

I shall explain several points to be noticed in the text. The passage 

from the sixth line can be translated as follows: "In the beginning Pie

an-pa-erh ,'5lj~f~ffi Mu-han-mo-te iJ~li1lit King of Mo-(e-na ~,Mit.J:~, was 

born divine and endowed with great virtues. He conquered various coun

tries of the Western Frontier. People called him the saint. Pie-an-pa-erh 

means t'ien-shih (::R1i) 'the errand of the heaven' in Chinese. This appe

lation is an honourable title ..... They purify themselves and recite the holy 

scriptures which were given by the heavenly being. The scriptures com

prise thirty pitakas totalling 114 books, 6666 volumes in all ..... ". As already 

pointed out by Prof. Chang and others, Mo-te-na is Medina (al-Madinah), 

Pie-an-pa-erh a Persian word Paighiim-bar, corresponding to Arabic rasul 

(errand, prophet), and Mu-han-mo-te is the transcription of MulJ_ammad25>. 

Next, after the doctrine of Islam has been explained, the text mentions 

the Qur'iin. The heavenly being in the clause: "that which was given by 

the heavenly being (XAffl~)", does not denote Allah, but the angel (malak). 

There is a disagreement between scholars as to who mediated the revelation 

of Allah to Mahomet. Some scholar attributed him to Archangel fibril, some 

other scholar to Spirit of Faith (Ruhu' l-Amin), another to Shadidu'l-Quwa 

(the being with terrible power), but, according to Hadith, i.e. the tradi

tion concerning the words and acts of Mahomet, the mediator is generally 

considered to be a certain angel (malak) 26>. It is a well known fact that 

the Qur'iin is divided into 114 books (Sura) with different length and that 

each Sura is further divided into several sections (Aya, pl. Ayat). Sura 

means a row and Aya a sign. The number of Aya is different according 

to the way of demarcation, thus 6616 in one case, 6236 in another, and 

· some different enumerations are also existing27>. In this inscription Sura is 

rendered by a book (:g:~), Aya by a volume (~), and the number of volume 

is written to be 6666, but this number might be the error for 6616, which 

25) Ku-tai Chung-ko yii A-la-po chih Chiao-t'ung "i5fti::pffi~jlPJNfBZ~ili, (Chung-hsi 

Chiao-t'ung-shih-liao Hui-p'ien i::pifil~ili~fl@i.jl, Vol. 3), p. 86. 

26) T.P. Hughs: Notes on Muhammadanism, 3rd edition, London 1894, pp. 15, 16. 

27) R. Blanchere: Le Coran, Vol. I, Introduction, Paris 1947, pp. 139-140. 
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was caused by being attracted by the surrounding numeral 6. 

The Qur'iin is again divided into 30 juz' for the convenience of the 

recitation of believers. Since the Siiras are varied in length, the longest 
attaining at 286 sections and the brief ones comprising only three or four 

sections, the Muslims follow at their recitation in general the division by 
juz' that divides the whole text into almost equal parts. On the right or 

left columns outside the text of the Qur'iin there are noted a certain juz' 

which is called in Persian si-para, and it is said that a si-para is recited 

everyday during the purification of the month Ramadan. Besides, there 
are several ways of division on the basis of juz', namely, the division by 

IJ,izb or nisf, the half of a juz', the division by rub', the quarter of a juz', 

or the division by thulth, one third of a juz'. The "thirty pitakas" in 
the text of the inscription evidently indicates this division by the juz' or 

si-para. And this inscription seems to be the oldest record in China that 

shows the structure of the Qur'iin in considerably detailed way28
). 

In the text we read: "The script runs in horizontal lines and has 

three modes, archaic, normative and cursive." The archaic script denotes 
the kufic style and the normative the naskhi style. The cursive script pro

bably is the ta'liq style which developed in Persia during the 13th century, 
or some other style of Arabic calligraphy. The elegant nasta'liq script that 
Mir 'Ali of Tabriz devised by blending the naskhi and the ta' liq styles be

longs to the product after the 15th century and therefore should be out of 

our consideration. 
We can find the text identical with the passage mentioned above of 

the inscription at Ch'ing-ching-ssu in the Ming-i-t'ung-chih Sf:!~ft;:t (Vol. 

90), the Ming-shan-ts'ang i;w~ (the Wang-hsiang-chi .:E*ic, Vol. 5), the 

Huang-ming-shih-fa-lu ~Sf:!fili:t~ (Vol. 81), the Ming-shih ~~ (Vol 332, 

the Account of Mo-te-na ~1l¥~ Country), and others. Also in the T'ien

fang-tien-li-tse-yao-chieh x1f~Wl~~~i (Vol. 1) by Liu Chih JU~ we find 
the following passage. "According to Ch'·eng Hsiao ;t~~ of Hai-yen #~I!, 
Mu-han-mo-te ~~~l~MI (Mul:iammad), King of Mo-te-na ~1IW (al-Madinah) 
Country, was born divine and had great virtues. He conquered various 

countries of the Western Frontier and was honoured as P'ai-ang-po-erh lErffi 
1affi which is equivalent to Chinese t'ien-shih x13!, the errand of the heaven. 

His doctrine makes the prime object the service to the Lord. There is no 
idol to worship. The canon numbers 30 volumes, divided into about six 

thousand six hundred and more chapters, etc." (Yfill!;t~~B, ~1IWll.:E~~ 
~•~®~■, ~*•· §H5~ffl■. ffl■Wtia~!pmffi, ••~x~~- ~~• 

28) A part of the preaching (khutba) of a Caliph (presumably Al-Man~i1r) in the jami' 

mosque of Kiifa is reported in the Ching-hsing-chi *~fi~ by Tu Huan f±~ of the 
T'ang Dynasty. This is probably the oldest Chinese document relating about the Isla

mic doctrine. (Cf. Wang Kuo-wei .:EfflfAfg: Ching-hsing-chi by Tu Huan ;1:f~*~fi~, 
in his Ku-hsing-chi Hsiao-lu ti"fi~~silik), 
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.U$:±.~;;$::. im~1i!;t. A~t!.:::.+;;$::. }[.~-=f~~*~- ~k)29
l. The same ex

pression can be found in the Hsien-pin-lu Jmc;Ji'ti by Lo Yi.ieh-chiung ~S 

?&30l. These are derived from the same origin, and there may be some 
other documents which belong to this category,. Among them the inscrip
tion by Wu Chien is the oldest extant, so far as we know. 

In the passage of the same inscription following the above are told the 
history of the establishment of the mosque Ch'ing-ching-ssu (Li-pai-ssu IDtf-f 
~ in the inscription) and the circumstances of the repair in the period of 
Chih-cheng ~IE under the Yuan Dynasty. These have alread been discussed 
in my previous article31

l. The text of the inscription in the quotation in 
the Min-shu ends at this point. Fortunately, the text that Prof. Huang 
succeeded in deciphering is certain to be the part immediately following 
the point, because, if we juxtapose these two parts, the number of charac
ters coincides with that of Huang's observation in which he says that the 
inscription is written "22 lines in total, 50 characters in each line." 

In the 13th and 14th lines of the text, at the beginning of the part 
which Prof. Huang deciphered, the outline of the introduction of al-Islam 
(Islamism) to China is described. And in the 15th line a mention of the 
history of the jami' mosque at Ch'i.ian-chou is again made, but at the be
ginning of the 16th line it is said that "the fact has already been recorded 
in the Ch'ing-yuan-ch'un-chih frft~W~; now, again, the details of its rise 
and fall .... (lacking).'' 

The Ch'ing-yuan-ch'iln-chih seems to be the earliest local gazetteer (:l:t!! 
;et) of Ch'i.ian-chou, but it is not extant now. According to the preface 
by Kuo Keng-wu ~J.rlftt to the Ch'uan-chou-fu-chih JJHM!M~ of the Ch'ien
lung edition, "the location of Ch'i.ian-choti was established during the Sung 
Dynasty and its gazetteer commenced also with that dynasty. In the past 
two works were written in the periods of Chia-ting ~5€ and Ch'un-yu ¥$iii 
respectively, both of which only the names are known. I have never heard 
of any succeeding work during the ninety and more years of the Yi.ian 
Dynasty." In the preface by Chang Cho-piao ~1.$~ to the second edition 
in the ninth year of T'ung-ch'ih [q]tfr (1863 A.D.), it is said: "No one 
has ever heard that any book was written about Ch'i.ian-chou prior to the 
T'ang Dynasty. The gazetteer began with the Sung Dynasty." Again, in 

29) Cheng Hsiao J~Bj was a successful candidate of the public official examination (m±) 
during the period of Chia-ching ~~ and wrote the Chiu-pien-t'u-chih J-Ljl!i~, the 
Wu-hsileh-p'ien :g:.~~ and others. The passage quoted above seems to be a part of 
the Chiu-pien-t'u-chih. 

30) Ma I-yii ~0.~: Chung-kuo Hui-chiao-shih-chien q:t~@I~St:1£, Peking 1941, p. 40. 
The author of the Hsien-pin-lu ffeJB(~ was a native of Chiang-hsi Province and his 
second name was Shang-chih ~Z- He wrote this book during the period of Wan-Ii 
of the Ming (d. !m)l:~~~1&\ § '€'tA, ±-!!ff][ffi, ff§ t). 

31) Senshu no Perushajin to Ho-ju-ko, Shigaku, Vol. 25, No. 3 pp. 23, 35. Cf. my "Vari
ous Aspects of East-West Cultural Intercourses", pp. 360, 371. 
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the same edition the preface of the Ch'ilan-chou-fu-chih published in the 

second year of Lung-ching Iii~ (1568 A.D.) of the Ming is reproduced as 

follows32>: "Ch'iian-chou is the highest in rank among the seven Min dis

tricts. Only in the period of Ch'un-yu of the Sung Dynasty was published 

the gazetteer." Thus, there are different opinions about the gazetteer of 

Ch'iian-chou of the Sung, but it seems to me probable that the first Ch'ing

yilan-ch'iln-chih m~fflt~ was published in the first year of Chia-t'ai -~ (1201 

A.D.) under Emperor Ning-tsung ** and afterwards the second edition 

appeared in the tenth year of Ch'un-yu (1250 A.D.) under Emperor Li

tsung ll*, for it will be certain that the first Ch'ing-yilan-ch'iln-chih was 

compiled in the first year of Ch'ia-t'ai, since Chen Te-hsiu ~1i~, an emi

nent scholar, who was appointed twice governor of Ch'iian-chou both in 

the tenth year of Chia-ting (1208 A.D.) and in the fifth year of Shao-ting 

*1UE (1232 A.D.), said in his preface to the Anthology of the Notables of 

Ch'ing-yiian (frtJJ)'(~Pf) 33i: "The Ch'ing-yilan-ch'iln-chih was compiled at the 

beginning of Chia-t'ai. Geography, administrative divisions, persons and 

custom of the district were fully described there." (m~!~~JJJt:tR.a~ztJJ. 

jf:r_Lr JI[ • if~ · ,A.%; • il.{iititl:~1Jm~). This is the one that was erroneously 

called "the Ch'ing-yilan-ch'iln-chih of Chia-ting •JE (1208-1224)" in later 

times34 i. In the Ch'ilan-chou-fu-chih of the Ch'ien-lung edition there is a 

32) During the Ming Dynasty the gazetteer of Ch'iian-chou-fu was compiled three times: 

in the 4th year of Chia-ching (1525 A.D.), the 2nd year of Lung-ching (1568 A.D.) and 

the 40th year of Wan-Ii (1612 A.D.). The book in our Nai-kaku-bun-ko and the one 

referred to in the Ch'ing-hsileh-pu-t'u-shu-kuan Fang-chih-mu m~:g:~Jlli::~tf:15~ § ( con

tained in Collection Ku-hsileh Hui-k'an r!:i~:lff!J) are both of the edition of Wan-Ii. 

At the beginning of the Ch'ilan-chou-fu-chih published in the 28th year of Ch'ien-lung 

(1763 A.D.) it is stated as follows: "The edition of the Sung has long been lost. 

That of Chia-ching of the Ming has occasionally been found in abridged form, but a 

greater part was missing. The printing blocks of the edition of Lung-ching exist no 

more. Who could get a sight of a copy, is always the one who searched it among 

many old families and could barely borrow the copy. As to the edition of Wan-Ii, it 

is brief and defective. Errors and corruptions have been taken over, ..... " (*~~~
OO&~~F~HJtJnjs:, ~~l[)(~. ~Jf~i1J:B~f¥. ~f~jJ; §~, ~!U.t~~i&~- 1-iM~ffi!UM 
~T1iffi. mt~t§Y&. ~l-z). Therefore, the editions of Chia-ching and Lung-ching could 

still be seen during the period of Ch'ien-lung, even if with difficulty. 

33) The Anthology of Hsi-shan-hsien-sheng Chen-wen-chung-kung ifilfll%1::.Jb)(,ffi0)(~, 

the edition of Collection Ssu-pu-ts'ung-k'an JZ:8$~flj, Vol. 27. 

34) There are many instances that Chia-t'ai is mistaken for Chia-ting. The Ch'ing-yilan

wen-hsien rnzmt)(!li( by Ho Chiung of the Ming (published in the 25th year of Wan

li; in the collection of the Nai-kaku-bun-ko) erroneously quotes the preface by Chen 

Te-hsiu to the Ch'ing-yilan-wen-hsien as "the Ch'ing-yilan-ch'iln-chih was compiled at 

the beginning of Chia-ting." (iff?JUm~,qx;~&'.\Ez1JJ). 
Again, at the outset of the Ch'ilan-chou-fu-chih of the Ch'ien-lung edition the 

names of compilers of the gazetteer of Ch'iian-chou are listed by dynasty, and we read 

the following two entries: "The Sung Chia-ting-chih. Compiled under the supervi

sion of the governor of Ch'iian-chou, Cheng Cho ~-1\[, a native of Hsiu-ning 1*1'· 
Edited by the undersecretary (IH!ltlt'§'), Li Fang-tzu *:15-=f, a native of Shao-wu :gB 
~-" and "The Sung Chun-yu-chih. Nothing known." 
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short biography of Tai Hsi aiJ who was T'ung-pan iifU (Chief Secretary) 
of Ch'iian-chou. "His second name was Hsiao-wang ~ ~ and originated 
from Yung-chia JJ<.lt. During the period of Ching-yiian •x he was ap
pointed T'ung-pan of Ch'iian-chou and was celebrated as a competent of
ficial. In collaboration with Liu Ying JU~l of Hsin-an w~, the governor 
of that time, he compiled the Ch'ing-yilan-chih rn;ttt: in seven volumes." 
This is described in the following way in the Chih-chai-shu-lu Chieh-t'i @: 
~fH~~~!f:! (Vol. 8): -

The Ch'ing-yilan-chih m1~:t: in seven volumes. By Tai Hsi 1i\l;., 
Hsiao-wang ~ ~' of Yung-chia ;r](}t, T'ung-pan (Chief Secretary) of 
Ch'iian-chou. In the year of chi-wei B* of Ching-yiian •x (1199 
A'.D.). The governor was Liu Ying tu• of Hsin-an {ff~." 
( rniJffi:t:--t ~ ~~ffl$*••·~~-- ~-:51:B*,*~ffl~~·~ 

According to the biography of Liu Ying, it was in the fifth year (chi-wei 
B*, ll99 A.D.) that he was appointed governor of Ch'iian-chou. The year 
following after the sixth year is the first year of Chia-t'ai. Presumably Tai 
Hsi undertook in the fifth year of Ching-yiian the compilation of the book 
that was published in the first year of Chia-t'ai. Anyway, I am convinced 
that the Ch'ing-yilan-chih mentioned here is the Ch'ing-yilan-ch'iln-chih of 
Chia-t'ai. 

As to the Ch'ing-yilan-ch'iln-chih of Ch'un-yu, we can find the follow
ing comment in the preface to the Ch'ing-yilan-hsil-chih miJffi~~ (in 20 
volumes, which Wu Chien compiled as the chief editor by order of Hsieh 
Yii-li {~.=Kft of Kao-ch'ang ~/§i; this book was already lost, but fortunately 
the preface by Wu Chien is extant in the preface to the Tao-i-chih-lileh 
~3Ut~ by Wang Ta-yiian ir.*i!#!). "The former edition of the Ch'ing
yilan-chih was lost and the later edition was compiled in the year of keng
shu m:isx; of Ch'un-yu (1250 A.D.). And there was no compilation after 
that." (rniJffilW~:1.&~. 1&ttll::~ifftim:Jsx;.) From this we can imagine that 
the second compilation was finished in the year of keng-shu (the tenth year, 
1250 A.D.) of Ch'un-yu and that it still existed in 1351 A.D. (the 11th 
year of Chih-cheng ~IE) when the Ch'ing-yuan-hsu-chih was published. 
As at that time the edition of Chia-t'ai was already lost, so the Ch'ing
yilan-ch'iln-chih to which Wu Chien attributed the history of the mosque 
Ch'ing-ching-ssu in his inscription is certain to be the edition of Ch'un-yu. 

(1*IUE'.~ 
~P*1'M• 
ft~f-t:g 

r*rfmf=i~ 
~~J) 

-It$ f~Jslii'1,{rg 
~~!Et :$}.]r~imJ 

This is a great misunderstanding. There was no gazetteer of Chia-ting. What 
Cheng Cho and Li Fang-tzii compiled during the period of Chia-ting was the Ch'ing
yilan-wen-chi rn-~Jt$ft the anthology of persons related to Ch'iian-chou. 
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II 

In the 25th year of Wan-Ii (1597 A.D.) of the Ming the Ch'ing-yilan
wen-hsien ffi";'IB{)t)ix in 12 volumes by Ho Chiung Mifii.l, native of Chin-chiang 
ifiI of Ch'iian-chou Prefecture, was published. Ho Chiung was the father 
of Ho Ch'iao-yiian M:\if:ii, author of the Min-shu. His second name was 
Ssu-mo ,1!!,~. He was chosen kung-shih ~± in the 33th year of Chia-ching 
-~ (1554 A.D.). He served at the local government of Ching-chiang-hsien 
~1Ifv?. as a Chiao-yii ~filfu. 35

l The Ch 'ing-yilan-wen-hsien is a collection of 
verse and prose writings of literati rel~ted to Ch'iian-chou, by following the 
example of the Ch 'ing-yilan-wen-chi ffi°mft.:>tm, compiled in the 11 th year of 
Chia-ting of the Sung (1218 A.D.). This Ch 'ing-yilan-wen-hsien is taken up 
and described in the Ssu-ku-ch'uan-shu Ts'ung-mu ll9$~lU~§ (Ts'un-mu 
;(f: § 3, Ts'ung-chi-lei 1Fi~mi1, Chi-pu m'lir~) and the original Wan-Ii edition 
is found in the collection of the Nai-kaku-bun-ko 173/ffl)t$. 

In 'its introductory remarks it is said that "after the disturbances of 
war the Ch 'ing-yilan-wen-hsien was lost." Further, "the gazetteer of the 
Chia-ting edition is no longer found, and the edition of Ch'un-yu is by 
no means complete" (-~~i:IU§~~- ~tti~B~i~Ji). The so-called "Gazetteer 
of the Chia-ting edition" should be corrected as that of the Chia-t'ai, but 
the passage: "the edition of the Ch'un-yu is by no means complete", may be 
interpreted as indicating that some parts still remained, though not com
plete. Since Ho Chiung was alive during the periods of Chia-ching ~~' 
Lung-ching and Wan-Ii, if some parts of the edition of Ch'un-yu still remained 
at his time, we can easily be convinced of the reason why the following 
passages were written in the preface to the Ch 'ilan-chou-fu-chih, published 
in the second year of Lung-ching (1568 A.D.): "Ch'iian-chou is the highest 
in rank among the seven Min districts. Only in the period of Ch 'un-yu 
of the Sung Dynasty was published the Ch 'ing-yilan-chih." And the reason 
of the silence about the edition of Chia-t'ai may be due to the fact that the 
gazetteer had long been lost and that consequently it was entirely forgotten. 

The lines from the 17th to the 20th of the inscription are stating 
the persons who endeavoured towards the repair of the mosque during 
the years of Chih-cheng (1341-1368). Such as Hsieh Yii-li {~~.ft, I:Iajj 
Burhan ud-Din gf~,l~T as Shaikhu' l-Isliim, Shara£ ud-Din Khatib * 
ftimTl!ft'lt r are referred to. Shara£ ud-Din is supposed to have played 
the role of Mutawalli i~~3'c;.m, i.e. Tu-ssu :MB~ (Administrator of the 
Mosque). Next, in the 19th line there is a passage difficult to decipher: 
m□□~:MBDD. In the same line we can read a passage thanks to the 
decipherment of Prof. Huang as follows: ~fWJ~::M-ajgog\~-fu, but in this 
case the character read as ff should be corrected as !_l. And we can make up 
35) The Preface to the Ch'ing-yuan-wen-hsien lffitJt~. 
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for the vacancies over mi~ with two characters im.I~, and we may supple

ment two characters ffiT under mf~. In short, this passage may be inter

preted as "~adr ud-Din mf~ffiT, the Mu'a44in (Muezzin) i.tim.r~, is also 

one of those who made endeavours towards the repair. The word ~im.ri. 
may be translated as ng\f-p (caller to prayers)".. Mu'a44in or Muezzin is "a 

person who does a44ana ( the verbal noun being arliin)" and therefore the 

person who announces the time of praying to believers, standing on the 

minaret of a mosque, and who addresses to them, crying "Come to pray 

and come to seek salvation!" It is said that Bilal the Abyssinean was the 

first muezzin at the time of Mahomet. Burhan ud-Din and Shara£ ud-Din 

together with their official titles are mentioned in the Min-shu. They are 

recorded also in the Ch'ilan-chou-fu-chih and in the famous book' of travels 

by Ibn Battiita who visited there in 1345. But the fact that a person called 

mi~ (ffiT) ~adr ud-Din served as muezzin at the then jami' mosque of 

Ch'iian-chou has for the first time been made known by the decipherment 

of Prof. Huang, and from this the sta~ of the mosque Ch'ing-ching-ssu 

about the tenth year of Chih-cheng (1350 A.D.) of the Yuan Dynasty has 

been made clear. 
In the 20th line of the inscription we find that "*Hl~DDDffli.iU110 

,'®t}'" took charge of the repair construction of the mosque. Under "*HI 
~" three characters .:sf*fi should be supplemented for the vacancies, for 

in the Ch'ilan-chou-fu-chih of the Wan-Ii edition (the edition in the collec

tion of the Nai-kaku-bun-ko; Vol. 9, the description of local government 

organization '§~~) there are enumerated the names of offices of the Ch'iian

chou-lu *fl'[f-1} Government of the Yuan Dynasty and among them we can 

find ":sf $1'1 ffl $:r}Hj*11 iU 11 :a-~ .wJ.. lttlr /$* 11 IU 11 :a-~ .wJ.". We cannot find 

any more suitable name than this. 
At that time the Ta-lu-hua-ch'ih 3j1}{E$ (Darhachi, i.e. Governor) was 

Hsieh Yii-li {~3s_.l[. The same Ch'ilan-chou-fu-chih says that "it is from the 

hatred against the Mongol title that the local gazetteer now calls the official 

title of Hsieh Yii-li as Chien-ch'iin ~fl)". Hsieh Yii-li was a descendant of 

a noble family of the Kao-ch'ang ra:i~ people (Uighur Tribe). Mr. Ch'en 

Yiiau ~m states that the family of Hsieh were Manicheans since their an

cestors, 36 l but it is doubtful whether he was really a- Manichean or not. 

While in office at Ch'iian-chou his administration was a success and his 

fame was parallel to that of Chen Te-hsiu !JiAiY# of the Sung Dynasty. In 

the Ch'ilan-chou-fu-chih of the Wan-Ii (Vol. 9) also it is said that there 

were 22 persons who were appointed to the office of Darhachi, but among 

them only Hsieh Yu-Ii was a successful administrator. The repair of the 

mosque Ch'ing-ching-ssu was- one of his achievements. In the 12th year of 

Chih-cheng (1352 A.D.) he carried on the repair of the wall of Ch'iian-

36) Ch'en Yuan ~fm: Yuan Hsi-yu-jen Hua-hua-k'ao jf;E§'~A¥J~~' V_ol. I (J:.), pp. 
603-608. 
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chou. Up to his time the wing wall W:lm that Yu Chiu-kung tfffjrJ}J-, chief 
of the district, had constructed in the third year of Shao-ting of the Sung 
(1230 A.D.), surrounded the southern outside of the exterior wall .1'~:!m (~ 
:Im) which faced the southern port of Ch'uan-chou. Hsieh Yu-li removed the 
part of the exterior wall which went side by side with the wing wall and 
reinforced the wing wall to the height of twofold altitude, i.e. 2 chang (?t) 
and I ch'ih (.R.). By this construction the moat surrounding the outer side 
of the old exterior wall was included within the reinforced wall so that it 
became usable as a canal, after it was dredged. 37

) He encouraged education 
and learning, while he endeavoured to rescue the poor. Among his many 
other achievements, it may be noteworthy, 'too, that he invited Wu Chien 
who served under him as a councillor. 

The inscription of the mosque Ch'ing-ching-ssu is of course the writing 
of Wu Chien. This is clearly stated in the 21st line. But, after the state
ment the inscription seems to tell the circumstances of the repair in the 2 I st 
and 22nd lines and adds the following words. "Because the old monument 
is worn out in many years, -by quoting the whole text of the inscription 
from the Ch'iin-chih im~, -we have erected this stone monument, ..... " 
From this it seems probable that the inscription of the mosque, i.e. the 
Yuan Inscription, that has been deciphered by Prof. Huang Chung-ch'in, 
is not the original inscription, but the revision of later times, and that the 
text was copied from "the Ch'iln-chih", that is to say from an old gazetteer 
of Ch'i.ian-chou. Since "the Inscription of the Mosque Ch'ing-ching-ssu Re
paired" of the 37th year of Wan-Ii which stands together with the Yuan 
Inscription suffered far less defacement and thus Prof. Huang could de
cipher its greater part, the revision of the Yuan Inscription does not seem 
to have taken place at the same time. In the Wan-Ii inscription it is said 
that "during the Chih-cheng period of the Yuan, there was a man called 
Hsia-pu-lu-han-ting £~-l~T who repaired the monument with the aid of 
Chin A-Ii -i:-im.Jll., a native of this place." "Since the establishment of 
the Ming Dynasty one does not know how often it was repaired. In 
the year of ting-mao T PP of Lung-ching (1567 A.D.) the minaret fell down. 
The guardian Hsia-te-sheng £1~fr repaired it with the aid of people. 
Governor Wan-ling-hu-kung ~-~0- subsided the repair from his salary. 
Now, in the 35th year of Wan-Ii (1607 A.D.), there was a great earthquake. 
A storm arose and it rained for a long time, so that the buildings shook 
and the wall declined as days passed away. The guardian Hsia-jih-yu £ B 
~ came to me with his fellows, old and young, to implore me to repair 
the mosque, .... ". 38) The year of ting-mao T9P of Lung-ching (the first year, 
1567 A.D.) is forty years before the 35th year of Wan-Ii (1607 A.D.) and 
about 220 years after the year when the original inscription by Wu Chien 
37) The Ch'iian-chou-fu-chih of the Ch'ien-lung edition, V~I. 11. 
38) Huang Chung-ch'in: Min-nan chih Hui-chiao, p. 18. 
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was engraved. I guess that the re-engraving of the Yuan Inscription was 
made at the beginning of the Lung-ching period when the mosque was 
repaired. In the lines from the first to the third, one can decipher only 
two characters in the first line, fifteen in the second line, and only nine 
in the third line, but these characters do not seem to represent the words 
that had been in the original inscription, referring merely to the persons 
engaged in the repair construction. The expression " .... ~il[Jir1UlfM~1'1t'§rJf~ 
:¥@ff (i.R)" seems to indicate an official title of the Ming government, for in 
the Ming-shih EJF.l!Je. (Vol. 76, Government Offices 5 ~tf.li) it is fixed that 
in the office of Tu-chih-hui-shih-ssu f~1gt1'1t'§rJ one Tu-chih-hui-shih fMgtf.q[ 
i.R, whose court rank is Cheng-erh-p'in .IE.=:£, should be appointed." In 
October of the 8th year of Hung-wu ~1Et the emperor ordered to change 
the name of the former Tu-wei-chih-hui-shih-ssu f~fti:rgt}fi.R'§rJ• to Tu-chih-hui
shih-ssu and to establish newly thirteen Tu-chih-hui-shih-ssu in all, among 
which Fu-chou-tu-wei ifr!Ul'ltm1llr was changed to Fu-chien-tu-ss·u Jirl~f~EJ (Tu
chih-hui-shih-ssu)." The above mentioned title can probably be identified 
with this office. 

III 

Details of the career of Wu Chien ~~ are not known to us. No 
doubt he was native of the district Fu-chien Province, since he was called 
Wu Chien of San-shan ~r.1.I. In the Pa-min-t'ung-chih A~im~ (Vol. 62, 
Persons, Literati) it is said that "he was native of San-shan." "He ex
celled in literary arts. His style was so simple and fresh that he was 
respected by his contemporaries. His writings are in great part lost, but 
fragments are rarely kept in the hands of some intellectuals." Seeing that 
Wang Ta-yi.ian t£j(1J#I mentioned him as "San-shan Wu Chien," Ming-chih 
13J.IZ" in his postscript to his Tao-i-chih-lileh §&~~~' the second name of 
Wu Chien was Ming-chih. The inscription of the mosque Ch'ing-ching-ssu 
may, therefore, be said to be one of the main works among his writings 
that have remained very rarely. Further, Wang Ta-yi.ian's Tao-i-chih-lileh 
has two prefaces written by Wu Chien, and, as is well known, one of them 
is nothing but the preface to the Ch'ing-yilan-hsil-chih rni)]{~~ of which 
he was the chief editor. Besides, Wu Chien seems to have written an in
scription for the memorial shrine dedicated to Hsieh Yi.i-li, as it is said in 
the article concerning the shrine for Prefectural Governor Hsieh {~~,~~Jim.I 
in the Pa-min-t'ung-chih (Vol. 59, Shrines) that "in the tenth year of Chih
cheng (1350 A.D.) of the Yuan, people of the district raised a shrine for 
Hsieh Yi.i-li, Darhachi at that time, and erected there a mo:p_ument with the 
inscription by Wu Chien of San-shan." While Hsieh Yi.i-li was in office, 
there may have been a considerable number of writings that Wu Chien 
wrote at Ch'i.ian-chou, 39i and not a few of them must have been engraved 
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on stone. Among all, his chief contribution was the compilation of the 
local gazetteer mentioned above. In the Min-shu (Vol. 53, Literature) it 
is stated that "(Hsieh Yii-li) was the chief of the district Ch'iian-chou dur
ing the period of Chih-cheng. . ... He examined maps and documents and 
sought oral traditions. He invited Wu Chien of San-shan to compile the 
Ch'ing-yilan-hsil-chih in twenty volumes so that he might supplement the 
defects of the history of this district." In the preface by Kuo Keng-wu 
~!JfA to the Ch'ilan-chou-fu-chih of the Ch'ien-lung edition it is said that 
"during the ninety years of the Yiian Dynasty I have never heard of any 
work continuing the two gazetteers of the Sung." But this is not true. In 
reality such a work as comprising twenty volumes was compiled. This book 
existed in part at least until the period of Wan-Ii, i.e. at the time of Ho 
Ch'iao-yiian, for, according to his Min-shu (Vol. 146, Tao-i-chih ~~~), 
he wrote as follows: "Wu Chien of San-shan of the Yiian compiled the 
Ch'ing-yilan-hsil-chih for the sake of Hsieh Yii-li, of which I obtained only 
one volume from a friend of mine; the title of the volume is Tao-i-chih, 
which describes about a hundred countries, all of which had some com
munications with M_in (Fu-chien Province) ..... ". The title of the book, 
Ch'ing-yilan-hsil-chih, suggests that it aimed at following after the Ch'ing
yilan-ch'iln-chih of the Sung Dynasty. The Tao-i-chih ~~~ (Description 
of Insular Barbarians) included in it is nothing but the Tao-i-chih-lileh 
(Abridgment of the Tao-i-chih) of Wang Ta-yiian. Prof. Tomosaburo Niwa 
and Prof. Naojiro Sugimoto already made it clear that the Tao-i-chih-lileh 
was originally called the Tao-i-chih ~~~ or ~~tt and that its contents 
were more detailed than those of the present edition. 40

> Based upon the 
facts that thirty and more items are quoted as those of the Tao-i-chih in 
the Ming-i-t'ung-chih S)1~ir-Jti5', and that the Tu-shu-min-ch'iu-chi ~i=!tvtic 
by Ch'ien Tseng ~it at the end of the Ming mentions the work under 
the name of "Tao-i-chih"-in this case the work was a copy by a certain 
person who lived in the time of the Yiian Dynasty-they suppose that the 
original Tao-i-chih had gradually been abridged after many copyings so that 
it became to be called the Tao-i-chih-lileh ~~tt~ or ~~~~41 >. They are 
quite right. I also can add one more evidence to their supposition. In 
his Min-shu (Vol. of Tao-i-chih), Ho Ch'iao-yiian says that about a hundred 

39) Wu Chien also wrote a preface to the Meng-kuan-chi ~11.~ (5 vols.) by Monk Ta
kuei ~** who lived at Temple Tzii-yiin-ssii ~~~ in Ch'iian-chou during the 
period of Chih-cheng. (Cf. ~J.:i:iift §!, ~t~, ;BU~~ 20) 

40) Tomosaburo Niwa: To-i-shi-ryaku seiritsu nendai ni kansuru ichi kosatsu ~~;is;~$; 
:s'z}j::ftfciUl-j-0~~~ (Gakugei-hyoron ~~~fHH, published by Mie University, Nos. 
of April and June, 1953); the same author: Chugoku- Jaba Koshoshi q:rm. 1/-\" .,,{Y: 
~5e. (Tokyo, July, 1953), p. 50. Naojiro Sugimoto: 'Wasureraretaru teikoku', sono 
ta ni hirou-0 Tai-en y.£7(:v#! ni kansuru kotodomo (the special issue for No. 50 of 
Shigaku-Kenkyu, published by Hiroshima Shigaku-kenkyu-kai, April, 1953), pp. 35-36. 

41) Sugimoto: op. cit., p. 35. 
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countries are described in the Tao-i-chih appended to the Ch'ing-yua·n-hsu

chih (ninety nine countries are recorded in the Tao-i-chih-lileh). Next he 

quotes from the Tao-i-chih the accounts of San-tao-kuo .:::~ffl, T'u-ta-kuo 

±:l;g:ffl and Ku-li-ti-men-kuo ~ .m.t&rJ1ffl. Actually the contents are identical 

with those of the present Tao-i-chih-lileh. Therefore, we can safely say 

that the book Ho Ch'iao-yiian called Tao-i-chih is nothing but the work 

of Wang Ta-yiian. Wu Chien himself states definitely in his preface dated 

the 15th of December in the 9th year of Chih-cheng that Wang Ta-yiian's 

statement was entirely trustworthy, and consequently he appended it to the 

Ch'ing-yilan-hsu-chih. There is no doubt about it. 

Further, it is to be noted that Wang's work is not the first case of a 

book called Tao-i-chih which had been written and was appended to an

other work. There was a precedent already in the Sung period. Probably 

Wu Chien followed this example and appended Wang's work to his Ch'ing

yuan-hsu-chih. 
We do not know the author of the first Tao-i-chih of the Sung Dynasty. 

But it is clear that Ch'•eng Cho m.Ejl with the second name Ts'ung-yiian 

~tfji:;42 l who was native of Hsiu-ning f;;j(if. and who served as governor of 

Ch'iian-chou from March of the 8th year of Chia-ting (1215 A.D.) made 

Li Fang-tsu' *::15-1-, one of his subordinates, compile the Ch'ing-yuan-wen

chi fflri1j)'.(~ (Anthology of Ch'iian-chou) in 40 vols. to which a Tao-i-chih 

written by a certain: person of the district was appended. This fact is clearly 

stated in "Prdace to the Ch'ing-yuan-wen-chi" by Chen Te-hsiu ~qg~ who 

was appointed the governor there in succession to Ch',eng Cho. The gist 

of this preface is as follows: "It belongs to antiquity that every district 

has its own 'chih ~ (gazetteer)', but it begins with the new era that every 

district has its own 'chi ~ (anthology)'. Why has every district its 'chi 

(anthology)' in addition to its 'chih (gazetteer)'? The reason is that the 'chih' 

records the affairs of the district, while the 'chi' depicts the words of persons 

of the district, and that the 'chih' sketches the outline, while the 'chi' de

scribes the details, Both the 'chih' and the 'chi' are indispensable just like 

the warp and the woof. The Ch'ing-yilan-ch'iln-chih was completed at the 

beginning of Chia-ting. Geographical conditions, administrative jurisdictions, 

persons related to the district, customs and other things thereof are minutely 

described. But essays of eminent individuals and great scholars, verses of 

authors and poets that are entered in annals or private literary collections 

and inscriptions on stones or writings on the walls, are the tokens of the 

abundance of excellent talents and the beauty of landscape. They contain 

lots of things which are never describable in a local gazetteer. In the follow

ing year after his Excellency Ch',eng came to his office, he talked to Mr. 

Li Fang-tzu, the officer of the district, who was native of Wu-yang jit~~' 

42) A short biography of Ch'eng Cho is found in the Ch'uan-chou-fu-chih of the Ch'ien

lung edition (Vol. 29). 
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saying, 'Is it not a defect for the district that it has a 'chih (gazetteer)', 
but not a 'chi (anthology)', while this district is renowned for its literature? 
Please collect a 'chi' for me."' Chen continued to say, "Mr. Li accepted 
the order and retired. Since then he tri~d to collect as much as possible. 
As the result he could obtain more than seven hundred poems and proses, 
which he complied into 40 volumes. His Excellency Ch'eng put together 
the whole history by T'ien Lin-shih EBJJl± and the Tao-i-chih written by a 
certain person of the district into a separate volume and appended it to the 
anthology." ($~~*-$, JliJi!ffiH~~.!1:tcM-, 1l~M~t3tJl-ts~IL ir:ml2:9-t~. fffi 
1H!EBJJl±L+*JUllA.rMi~~~, JliJJiU:mL~, tJP(~·~ (T~).) At the end of 
the preface it is written: "On the day of chia-tzu EJ3-r, October, the year 
of mu-yin ~- (the 11th year) of Chia-ting (1218 A.D.), Chen So-and-so 
of Chien-an ~~ has written this preface." (l!JE[x;• (-t~~) -t JP¥-r~~lt 
~ff). 

From this it is evident that the Tao-i-chih of the Sung Dynasty was 
appended to the Ch'ing-yilan-wen-chi, but we cannot know what contents 
it had. As mentioned above, the Ch'ing-yilan-wen-hsien fF'fiJJY:llc by Ho 
Chiung Mimi that was published in the 25th year of Wan-Ii (1579 A.D.) of 
the Ming had been complied after the model of the Ch'ing-yilan-wen-chi of 
the Sung. In its preface it is said, "now we cannot find the 'chih' (i.e., 
the Ch'ing-yilan-ch'iln-chih of the Sung) and the 'chi' (i.e., the Ch'ing-yilan

wen-chi) anymore." Moreover, the Chu-fan-chih ffl•~ by Chao Ju-kua tt 
Y.tcm with the preface dated September of the first year of Pao-ching Jilt 
(1225 A.D.), in less than ten years after the publication of the Ch'ing-yilan
wen-chi, was written at Ch'iian-chou and consequently even from its contents 
it is very natural to suppose that it could utilize much of the Tao-i-chih. 
Nevertheless, the preface of this book says as if the author had written 
directly from the informations of foreign merchants due to lack of reliable 
sources. "Since I came here by the order of the government," said he, "I 
made use of my leisure to examine maps of foreign countries. In them we 
can see the so-called shadow of stone beds and long beach and the limits 
of Inda-Chinese seas and Indian archipelago. When I asked about the 
gazetteers ( chih) of these countries, there was nothing of the kind. Then 
I consulted foreign merchants and· let them enumerate the names of countries 
and tell their geographical conditions, their administrative organizations and 
their natural products. Their reports were made translate into Chinese. 
Then, unnecessary things were omitted and only real facts were selected. 
I named this book Chu-fan-chih (A Description of Barbarous Peoples)." (i'.tc 

m•-$~*' asMffl¥~- ~fflfflE~~~L~~u~•L~- ~~~~~~~- ~ 
~ffl~K, ~~~~~m~m±n~mmL~■,ili•L•~- •~¥~, ~~••, ~ 
~$1'. ~sti!f•~-) However, as it is already pointed out that this book made 

43) The Anthology of Chen-wen-chung-kung .::X:,IB0::X:ffi, the edition of Collection Ssu
pu-ts'ung-k'an, Vol. 27. 
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great use of the Ling-wai-tai-ta ~7Hi::'.§:, the T'ung-tien ii~ and other 
sources44

', one cannot conclude that the Tao-i-chih of the period of Chia
ting was not utilized. It goes without saying that a Tao-i-chin in one 
volume is incorporated in the Min-shu by Ho Ch'iao-yiian, and if we take 
this into· consideration, three kinds of Tao-i-chih were written at Ch'iian
chou, each one in the Sung, the Yuan and the Ming Dynasties respectively. 
Indeed the Tao-i-chih might be said to be a traditional work of the sea
port Ch'iian-chou. 

IV 

Dr. Sugimoto' s article "Remarks on the 'Forgotten Empire' and Others" 
is an excellent study on Wang Ta-yiian and his Tao-i-chih-lileh. In par
ticular, it is full of interest that he inferred the date of birth of Wang 
Ta-yiian, hi thereto very vague, from a passage of the Erh-ya ]lnfi. 45

' I should 
like to show . my whole-hearted respect to his argument, but I entertain a 
doubt about the sayings of Wang Ta-yiian himself. 

Wang Ta-yiian says in his postscript to the Tao-i-chih46 ) as follows: 
"When young, I have ever been on board a big ship sailing across the seas. 
Wherever I passed I composed poems in order to describe not only the marvels 
of mountains and rivers, ethnic customs, landscape and products of the 
places, but also those things strange, astonishing, contemptible or ridicule. 
These places are all that I have actually toured, have seen and heard with 
my own eyes and ears. What I heard from others are not recorded here." 
(::kmM&'.'¥'!tffi'MPJ1-=¥-=f#~. fifr~Z~, ~'!t'Mtt, taB;itrlr Jf I • ±{fr · JJ.~ · /W~ZWB 
.,w~m§mMm~m~z•. ~~ma•,~§m&~-~mz•,~~•~
Probably Wang insisted, "I would never write what I did not see with my 
own eyes," even when he met Wu Chien at Ch'iian-chou, or when he after
wards asked Chang Chu S:&~ to contribute a preface for his book. Thus, 
Wu Chien has written in his preface, "Everything communicated by him 
must be reliable" (PLa~~' ;\tg!-f::,ey{t), since he had written what he 
experienced in reality during his stay of several years abroad. Chang Chu 
also expresses his confidence in Wang in his preface, saying that "he does 
not write what he did not see personally, and therefore, it will be truly 
reliable." (~pf]~7Fif, J=lJJJjp]Z-;itey1]~-f±r.). As in the Ssu-ku-ch'uan-shu Ts'ung
mu T'i-yao 12]µJ~ifi'f.~.§1fi!:~ (Part of- History se_'&~, Geography 4 :l:!JJEJ~12:9), 
too, it is said that, "this book is what the author wrote his own experiences 
by his hand so that any speculations without evidence are no match for 
his writing," the strong point of Ta-yiian' s writings is considered to consist 

44) Mikinosuke Ishida: Nankai ni kansuru Shina-shiryo "!¥j~fc.~"t-~:X:W5e.~ (Tokyo 
1945), p. 172 ff. 

45) Shigaku-kenkyu, the special issue for No. 50, p. 40. 
46) Included in Collection Chih-fu-chai-ts'ung-shu ~031Hfi!t•. 
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in describing only what the author experienced. The Ssu-ku T'i-yao defends 
the author in saying that the reason why such an important country as 
Ja pan is not referred to, is that his work is not simply a general description 
of all oversea countries, but a record of only those which he really saw. 
It is not doubt that Ta-yiian voyaged to considerably distant places during 
a long time, but among the countries that he mentioned there are some 
countries which he does not seem to have travelled by himself. On this 
point Mr. Rockhill has already expressed his doubt. He states that the 
ninety nine countries which Ta-yiian enumerated extend from the P',eng-hu 
~~ Islands and Molucca in the east to Arabia and the ea~tern coast of 
Africa in the west. The great part of these countries were probably visited 
by him, but it is very doubtful whether he did go to far more distant 
places, e.g. Timor or the the westernmost regions, or not. He must have 
gone to such places as Ma-lu-chien ~~ldl (Merv?) or Ma-ho-ssu-li JffllEJWr~l 
(Mosul ?) . 47l 

I think that "T'ien-t'ang X'.g", i.e. Mecca, can be added to the number 
of the countries that he did not visit. Needless to say,. the area centering 
Ka'ba of Mecca is the sacred precinct of al-Islam (IJ,aram) and any heathen 
is not permitted to enter. If Ta-yiian really entered this area, he must 
have been a Muslim. But he describes this area as follows: "The climate 
is mild and may be said to be in the spring of the four seasons. The land 
is fertile and the rice crop is abundant. Thus, the inhabitants enjoy their 
works." (il,jjl:jij!k5fo, lm~Z*-ili· EB~fiUI, J@.s:~~). 48

) It is a well k1_10wn 
fact that the neighbourhood of Mecca is the desolate desert without vege
tation, and that the temperature attains at 90 degrees Fahrenheit on the 
average of year. Further, the land is entirely devoid of paddy field. 

The case of Mecca is only one example. If we examine more closely, 
we shall find more cases of such fiction. His words that "I did never de
scribe what I did not see personally" should not be faithfully followed. 
Probably he did not go as far as Mecca. Consequently there is no evidence 
that he was a Muslim. 

47) W. W. Rockhill: Notes on the Relations and Trade of China with the Eastern Archi
pelago and the Coast of the Indian Ocean during the 14th Century, T'oung Pao, 1915, 
p. 63. 

48) The account telling Mecca as the paradise of mild climate and fertile land has been 
wide-spread since the Ming. Not to speak of the Ta-ming-i-t'ung-chih, the Ch'ien
ch'ueh- lei-shu m1l(g~9=, the Hsien-pin-lu and the like, even a popular story like the 
San-pao-ta-chien Hsi-yang-chi .=.if::k~iz:§'~~ (Chapt. 86) describes Mecca as such. 
Probably it is derived from the record of Wang Ta-yi.ian. We are quite astonished 
to see that such a work as the Hsing-ch'a-sheng-lan !it!~Wi: writes in the same way. 
As may be expected, the Ying-ya-sheng-lan ~~WI: is more exact. In the latter it 
is said in the article "T'ien-fang-kuo 5'(1::f~ (Mecca)" that "the climate there is always 
hot as in summer throughout a year." (jt~~{~, !m~'m~~llll) This is only one ex
ample. The Account of Foreign Countries (1'~~14) of the Ming-shih '3.§5!:. is based on 
this book. 




